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What DAWN does well

• Keeps track of all patients on EPO 

• When are labs due (or overdue)

• When labs are available

• Allows for distribution of work to providers 

• Most patient information available on the DAWN face sheet

• Patient preferred method of communication

• Who to contact (patient or delegate)

• Easy to view historical data
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DAWN Anemia Module 
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We work in List View
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List View Filters

Result Filter Clinic Filter
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A typical EPO day
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Special Care Notes vs Quick Notes
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What do I need to know every time?

• Who is the Referring provider

• For CKD, what is the stage (3 to 5)

• Special considerations for patient communication

• Office vs home injection

• Does the patient have a set day of the week for their injection



Labs Drop in directly from Lab Information System (LIS)
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How to set the right ‘Phase’
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Evaluation

No internal Dose Calculator in DAWN AC EPO module.

There is no place to enter the EPO dose into DAWN.
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Review EPIC Notes to complete clinical evaluation

Clinical considerations:

• Has patient been seen by other providers.

• What condition is being treated.

• Changes in Health status that influence Anemia / EPO sensitivity.

• How quickly is Hemoglobin elevating (or not).

• How long ago was last EPO dose change.

• Recent transfusions.

• Patient compliance with getting EPO injections.

• Does patient have enough iron on board?

• Is patient energy level improving?
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Contact the Patient

Ways to reach the patient:

1. Call the patient

� If patient prefers a call

� If a dose change is suggested

2. Send a Secure Message

� If the patient uses Secure Messaging and a dose change does not 

need to be discussed

3. Send a Letter

� If the patient is stable and has agreed to letters
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How often to follow up with the patient?

• If we need to call the patient to discuss a possible EPO dose 
change and they are not immediately available, then leave a 
message.

• If the patient has not called back by the second business day, then 
attempt to call again. Try all listed numbers.

• If the patient has not called back by the fourth business day, then 
attempt to call again.

• If the patient has not called back within a week of getting the 
Complete Blood Count, then notify PCP and send an unable to 
reach letter.
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Documentation
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Providers cannot see DAWN notes

EPIC documentation should include:

• Current lab results

• Current EPO dose

• Any relevant clinical considerations 

• Updated plan of care

• If EPO dose needs to be adjusted then AMS provider will enter the 

new dose in EPIC and cancel the previous order (either CAM or Rx).

• Next labs can be ordered via either DAWN or EPIC. 
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One Button Lab ordering in DAWN

DAWN is set to send a lab order to EPIC via LIS (signed by AMS 

medical director)
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Follow up for patients overdue for CBC
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Patient Care Representative (PCR) Contacts Patient

• If patient is 2 days late for CBC, Pt will get a courtesy reminder call 

that CBC was due.

• Pt will get 2 calls within the week. If no CBC by the next week, 

then the patient will get an overdue letter, and the PCP will be 

notified that the CBC is overdue.
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How many patients can you do in a day?

• How long to manage a patient on EPO with New labs

• Evaluate

• Calculate dose

• Contact patient

• Complete Documentation
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Things I wish DAWN did better

1. Double documentation between DAWN and EPIC can create a 

gap, and lead to errors.

2. With no Dosing Recommendations there is more room for intra-

provider variability.  This can lead to a lack of consistency.

3. For ‘Other’ tests, if the initial flags are not set correctly, DAWN 

will suggest ‘Other labs’ are overdue after 50 weeks, this means 

having to bypass things like “Ht”, “Wt”, “Pulse”, “BPs”, etc.  This 

override time consuming.

4. Possible gap in communication if patient needs follow up 

between lab work (i.e. possible iron dose change or IV iron 

order).
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What questions do you have for me?


